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Jedlix and CKW join forces for the development
of Vehicle-to-Grid Integration solutions in
Switzerland.
Jedlix, the market leader in smart charging solutions for electric vehicles is
expanding its services to Switzerland. The project, a collaboration with CKW
will focus on promoting the use of sustainable energy to charge electric
vehicles at home without overcharging the power grid.

The Swiss electric vehicle market is rapidly expanding and reaching a critical mass. The

partnership is a first in Switzerland and specially designed to optimize EV charging based on

user preferences. CKW and Jedlix will work towards a customer proposition for all EV drivers

in Switzerland.
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https://jedlix.pr.co/


ABOUT JEDLIX

About Jedlix

Jedlix develops and operates a VGI platform to optimize the charging & discharging of electric vehicles and
facilitate their insertion into the power grid at scale. Jedlix teams up with energy partners, charging point
operators & e-mobility service providers, car OEMs to reduce the total cost of ownership of Electric Vehicles,
monetize the flexibility of their charging & discharging process on energy and balancing markets, and optimize
the use of renewable energy. www.jedlix.com

More info? Please contact our contact person by: Ruben.Middelkoop@jedlix.com 

This way, EV drivers will get the chance to reduce home charging costs in return for their help

to balance the Swiss power grid. By using Jedlix Vehicle-to-Grid Integration (“VGI”) Platform

as a sub virtual power plant. CKW adds aggregated fleets of electric vehicles to its diversified

portfolio of Distributed Energy Resources for smart energy services, which contribute

concretely to the Swiss NetZero economy.

About CKW
The CKW Group is the leading energy services provider in Central Switzerland. CKW provides

comprehensive services along the entire value chain – for private individuals, companies, and

public authorities. In this context, CKW has the experience, know-how and courage to tackle

the challenges of a new energy world. Find more at www.ckw.ch

About Jedlix
Jedlix develops and operates a VGI platform to optimize the charging & discharging of electric

vehicles and facilitate their insertion into the power grid at scale. Jedlix teams up with energy

partners, charging point operators & e-mobility service providers, car OEMs to reduce the total

cost of ownership of Electric Vehicles, monetize the flexibility of their charging & discharging

process on energy and balancing markets, and optimize the use of renewable energy.
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